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what is meant by the term topological s.paLe.

Lei / : X - y be a function fuom a non-empty set X into a topological

space (Y,r). Let o : {/-r(G) rc € r} be the class of inverses of open

subsets of ll Show that o is a topology on X.

Let r be the cla€s consisting of the set of all real numberc lR, e$pty set

{and all open inlinite interyals,4. : (n,,co) with n € e (the 6et of all

mUonal numbcrs). Shorv that r is not a topolo{r on llt.

ose in part (ii) of (a), if n € R, find the intetior, exteriar and bound,ar|

closed infinite inter\.al ,a : [7, m).

-f,, r) be a topological space and ,4 ( X_ prove with the usual notations

= ,,1'u b(,4).

what is meant by the statement that a function / from a topological

X into a topological space Y is continuoult a point z € X.

' x -y i5.onriruou"or" X i, andonl5. it I r\Cl isopcnirL X ior"a h

ensetGin].

:X + Y is continuous if and ort, if /(,4) e

(.X,r) + (Y,rr) and let S be a subbase for the topology i* on L

I (.A) for all subsets ,4 of



Fro\e that / iJ continuous if and only if the inverse of elery

r',, "rtLba" i i- an olFn <rrl,., t .l Y

Let / be a iuctiorr from a topological space X into the unit inienrl

Use part (i) to show tha,L if / 1[(o,t]] and J rl[0,b)] are open su

X for all 0 < a,, < 1 then .f is contimrous.

3. (a) Deline what is mcant by the term nnnected set in a totrological spaft.

(i) Let (X,r) be:r, topological space. Prove that X is disconnected

only if there are non-cmpty subsets '4,1J of X such that X = ,4 LJ

AnB:AandAnB:d.
(ii) Let (X,1) and (Y.rr) be t$'o topological spaces and / : X - y

continuous function. Prove that Lhc image of a conneclid subs€t,4

is connected in Y.

(b) Define what is meant by Lhe term Hatstl,orff space.

Let z be a topology on a real line R generatcd by the

(a, bl. Sho\r' that (R, r) is a Hausdorfi spa.ce.

,1. Prove or clisprove the following statements:

conl,inuous irnagc of a comp&-t set in a topological space is cdnpacl;

jn the usrral topologY on ]R, the sct (0,1) is compact;

(u)

(b)

(") the class of open intenals A": 
{(r.il ".^} satisfies the finiiej

tion property -r.f fl 1,, : c6;

(d) ()1, r) is a compact topological space iI and only if for elery class {fl} ol

subset of X, l'l ,|, : I implies {-ti,} contilLns a finite subclass {F,,,I,,, " ,

'ilh 4,l.)-l-i,n. .n4-:(r. 
I


